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SEBBM
What’s the seBBM?

the spanish society for Biochemistry 
and Molecular Biology (seBBM), 

founded in 1963, currently counts with 
more than 3,700 members and is the main 
scientific group that coordinates the ex-
tensive activity related to Biochemistry 
and Molecular Biology in spain. the seB-
BM contributed significantly to the crea-
tion of the Federation of european Bio-
chemical societies (FeBs) in 1964, it 
represents spain in the International Un-
ion of Biochemistry and Molecular Biolo-
gy (IUBMB), and is one of the founding 
members of the Confederation of spanish 
Scientific Societies (COSCE).

SEBBM CONGRESS
The next annual congress will be 
held in July 2019 in Madrid.

each year, the congress hosts near one 
thousand attendees and brings togeth-
er more than 200 oral communications, 
500 poster presentations, in addition 
to plenary lectures and thematic inter-
est groups that bring together partners 
with specific interests. The biochemical 
societies of Argentina, Chile, Mexico and 
Portugal, as well as the Pan-american as-
sociation for Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology (PaBMB), regularly attend the 
seBBM Congress. the seBBM Congress 
also includes a dissemination program 
named Biochemistry in the City, a research 
initiation course for undergraduate stu-
dents and a professional development 
workshop for young researchers.

SEBBM MAGAZINE
the seBBM magazine, which was 
launched at the same time as the 

society, is dedicated to the dissemina-
tion culture, analysis and reflection of 
the public and private research policies 
and the promotion of the social values of 
science. 
It publishes monographic themes in each 
of its quarterly editions, related to the 
scientific, cultural and social expecta-
tions of hot topics in science.

How to  
collaborate  
witH tHe  SebbM?
SPONSOR / PARTNER

SPONSOR PREMIUM PLUS     4.700 €
�Corporate logo displayed in all seBBM events and communications in all 

acts and communications.
�Basic modular exhibition stand at the SEBBM Congress 2019.
�Visibility in a symposium during the Congress 2019.
�Banner on the seBBM website.
�Full-page advertisement in an issue of seBBM magazine.

SPONSOR PREMIUM   4.000 €
�Corporate logo displayed in all seBBM events and communications.
�Basic modular exhibition stand at the SEBBM Congress 2019.
Banner on the seBBM website.
�Full-page advertisement in an issue of seBBM magazine.

SPONSOR 2.000 €
�to appear in all acts and communications sent by seBB.
�Discount on modular exhibition stands at the SEBBM Congress 2019.
�Banner on the seBBM website.
�Full-page advertisement in an issue of seBBM magazine.

EXHIBITOR   2.600 €  

�Basic modular stand at the seBBM Congress 2019. 
Any extra space will be charged separately.
�a full-page advertisement in the issue of the seBBM magazine launched 

at the Congress.

ADVERTISERS

�seBBM magazine advertising rates.

	 BACK COVER. 900 €
	  INSIDE FRONT COVER. 800 €
	  INSIDE BACK COVER. 750 €
	  INSIDE PAGE. 500 €

OTHER COLLABORATIONS *.

 WORKSHOP SPONSORSHIP/ORGANIZATION.
 SyMPOSIuM SPONSORSHIP.
 CONGRESS SIGNAGE.
 WEBSITE BANNER.
 LANyARD.
 CONGRESS COFFEE BREAK SPONSORSHIP.
 DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES.

(*) Check Prices

SONIA BAuTISTA
Mobile: 638 031 462

sonia@grupoicm.es



 SPONSOR PARTNER SPONSOR PREMIUM SPONSOR NON-SPONSORS

MODuLAR STAND 3 X 2 X X X  

SyMPOSIuM VISIBILITy X    

SEBBM MAGAZINE AD-
VERTISEMENT

X X X  

LOGO ON CONGRESS 
WeBsIte

X X X  

LOGO ON SIGNAGE X X X  

LOGO IN BOOKLET X X X

PuBLICITy PAGE  
IN ABSTRACTS BOOK

X X   

DELEGATE  
REGISTRATION

4 3 2  

GALA DINNER 3 2

INSERT DOCuMENT  
IN PORTFOLIO

1 1 1  

LOGO IN NEWSLETTER X X   

     

     

  OTHER COLLABORATIONS

SyMPOSIuM SPONSORSHIP ACCORDING TO BuDGET ACCORDING TO BuDGET ACCORDING TO BuDGET ACCORDING TO BuDGET

SyMPOSIuM VISIBILITy X 900 € 900 €

WORKSHOP 1.600 € 1.600 € 1.600 € 2.200 €

LANyARD 1.500 € 1.500 € 1.500 € 2.000 €

COFFEE BREAK 1.500 € 1.500 € 1.500 € 2.000 €

POSTER PARTy 2.000 € 2.000 € 2.000 € 3.000 €

     

  AWARD SPONSORHIPS

yOuNG SEBBM  
MEMBERS´ BEST  
ARTICLE AWARD

1.500 € 1.500 € 1.500 € 1.500 €

SOCIAL NETWORK 
PRIZE

200 € 200 € 200 € 200 €

ADDITIONAL STAND 2.600 € 2.600 € 2.600 €

21% VAT NOT INCLuDED



 MODuLAR STAND.  Includes 6 m2 modular stand, 20-digit vinyl signage, carpet, basic electrical 
panel. The furniture included in the stand is a round table and 2 chairs.

 SyMPOSIuM VISIBILITy. The logo of the collaborator will be projected at the beginning and at 
the end of the symposium and the chairperson will initiate the session naming the collaborating 
company.

 SEBBM MAGAZINE ADVERTISEMENT. Full page advertisement in the SEBBM magazine.

 LOGO ON CONGRESS WEBSITE. Inclusion of the sponsor’s logo in the congress website 
with direct access to the congress website.

 LOGO ON SIGNAGE. The logos of the sponsors will be included in the signposting screens of 
the congress.

 LOGO IN BOOKLET.  We will include the logo of the collaborating company in the booklet.

 ADVERTISEMENT PAGE IN ABSTRACTS BOOK.  Advertising page in the abstract book.

DELEGATE REGISTRATION. Includes registration to congress and picnic lunch 2 days.

INVITATION TO GALA DINNER. For commercial delegates.

 INSERT DOCuMENT IN PORTFOLIO. A brochure may be inserted into the portfolio (mate-
rial will be provided by the collaborating company).

 LOGO IN NEWSLETTER.  Logo in the digital newsletter that is sent to members and partici-
pants with the news of the congress.



 SyMPOSIuM SPONSORSHIP. The sponsoring company will be responsible for all or part of 
the trips and complete registrations of the speakers. In addition to visibility at the symposium, the 
chairperson will initiate the session by naming the sponsoring company and indicating the costs it has 
taken charge of.

 WORKSHOP. They will have a duration of 30-45 minutes, topics will be proposed by the spon-
sors and accepted by the Scientific Committee of the Congress. They will take place in the last 
30-45 minutes of the Coffee break. It will be included the registration of the speaker, lunch and 
gala dinner. Registration of additional speakers is the responsibility of the sponsoring company.

 LANyARD. Serigraphy of the logo of the collaborating company. 

 COFFEE BREAK. The logo of the collaborating company will be included at the coffee break tables 
and you will be able to place roll ups in the area.

 POSTER PARTy. The logo of the collaborating company will be included at the tables of 
the poster party and you will be able to place roll ups in the zone. 

 yOuNG SEBBM MEMBERS´ BEST ARTICLE AWARD. It offers a prize of 1000 € to the 
best scientific article published by a young member of the SEBBM, as well as a second price of 500 €.

 SOCIAL NETWORK PRIZE. The author of the poster that achieves more impact in social 
networks during the celebration of the congress will be awarded with 200 euros. It will be an 
essential requirement to use the hash-tag of the congress (in this case #SEBBM19) in order to 
quantify this impact.



 

STANDS 
PLAN

sPaCes
GENERAL
PLAN   
-1 LEVEL 
NOVOTEL 
HOTEL

Convention
Plenary hall

OS/MAD/VIENA
Parallel rooms

Bahía/La Paz/Caracas

Parallel rooms

Exhibition hall
Cocktail lunch &
Coffe breaks

Londres 1+2
Parallel rooms

París 1+2
Parallel rooms

Offices
1/2/3

Convention

Offices
4/5/6

Access  
to rooms

Access  
to rooms

-1 Level

Plenary hall and symposia


